FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
to the effect that " Dreyfus had been condemned on 9th
September 1899 by the Rennes court martial on a sum-total
of charges of which none could withstand scrutiny, and on the
production of documents since recognized to be false, and the
falsification of which was carried out in order both to create
direct accusations against him and to discredit the witnesses
on whom he relied " ; whereupon the Court decided that " in
the last analysis nothing remained of the charge brought
against Dreyfus and consequently quashed the verdict of the
Rennes court martial" and proclaimed that " it was by error
and wrongly that condemnation had been passed." A few days
later Dreyfus and Picquart were both restored to the army
establishment and promoted.1 E pur simuove.
1 It is only right to recall that the precise form and proceeding of these
measures were queried by some of the most enthusiastic Dreyfusards. " Ces
lois nominatives, creant un commandant, un g£n£ral, etaient suspectes; et le
verdict de la Cour de Cassation, cassant le verdict de Rennes sans renvoi,
etait discutable. En tout ceci nous ne discernons pas le travail de la loi mais
de la grace—la grice ingenieuse et frelatee de Georges Clemenceau " (then
Premier).—Halevy, op. cit.9 p. no. But the author of these lines adds at once
that legality has been so bandied with from the very beginning that no strictly
legal settlement was possible. The Cour de Cassation should have referred
the matter to a third court martial—but could a court martial be depended
upon to acquit? And could the army be depended upon to reinstate Dreyfus
and Picquart? As Georges Sorel remarked of Socrates: "Tous les grands
proces politiques sont vicies par leur nature meme." Further, it must be
admitted that a number of points still remain obscure in that very serious
drama although  they do not shake the certainty of Dreyfus's innocence.
Was the bordereau a list of documents actually handed over to Germany, or
was it made up on purpose to incriminate Dreyfus, so that in fact there was
no treason at all? How exactly did Picquart discover the part played by
Esterhazy ? Is it true that the German Embassy put him on the track and played
a not inconsiderable part in providing the revision party with evidence?
What exactly did the secret dossier contain ? (It is usually supposed to have
been made up of police notes concerning Dreyfus's private life.) What were
the real motives of the chief revisionists? How far did old feuds create
opinions? or money? Is it true that the unanimity of Catholic opinion against
Dreyfus was due to orders from the Vatican? And that a message from
the Pope, calling for revision, was due to his realizing too late the colossal
blunder he had made in putting his money on the wrong horse? Why did
Picquart and other prominent Dreyfusards take such a violent dislike to
Dreyfus when they met him in 1899 ? Why did Dreyfus remain so ungrateful
for all that had been done for him, and apparently so blind to all the issues
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